[ALL WEEK]
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY FROM 9AM-12PM:
Prepare your resume for the STEM Career Fair with a 10 MINUTE RESUME REVIEWS

MON, JAN 28
[12-1PM // UCS, RM 156]
DATA SCIENCE INSTITUTE + CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTING AND DATA SCIENCES OVERVIEW
--
[5-7PM | PGH 563]
PROS (employer) sponsored CODING BOOTCAMP
*RSVP required
**Partnership with UH CS dpt

TUE, JAN 29
[12-2PM // UCS, RM 156]
WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS AND ECONOMICS LUNCH ROUNDTABLE
*RSVP required
--
[3-4:30PM // UCS, RM 156]
LABORATORY CAREERS: PRESENTED BY LABTOPIA

WED, JAN 30
[11AM-1PM // SC, Downtown]
CAREERS IN SUSTAINABILITY LUNCH PANEL
**Partnership with UH Sustainability
--
[3-4PM // UCS, RM 156]
INTERN W/ A MEDICAL DEVICE OR DIGITAL HEALTH START UP COMPANY: TMC INNOVATION INSTITUTE INFO SESSION

THU, JAN 31
[12-1PM // UCS, RM 156]
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: HOW TO NAVIGATE A CAREER FAIR
--
[3PM-4:30PM // SC, HEIGHTS ROOM]
OUT IN STEM PANEL
*Partnership with UH LGBTQ Resource Center

STEM CAREER FAIR
• FRIDAY, FEB 1, 2019
• 12PM-4PM
• STUDENT CENTER, HOUSTON RM

STEM CAREERS WEEK
JAN 28 - FEB 1, 2019

UNIVERSITY of HOUSTON | CAREER SERVICES